
BUSINESS PLAN POLITICAL FACTORS INFLUENCING

Political factors affecting a business range from bureaucracy, trade control and corruption level to government stability,
regulation and deregulation.

The social changes in life also lead to new fashion trends that affect business in any part of the economy.
Government actions influence the economic environment. Mitigation of risk Impact on economy The political
situation of a country affects its economic setting. The political environment could change as a result of the
actions and policies of governments at all levels, from the local level to the federal level. The government is
responsible for protecting the public interest. Kotler and Armstrong explain that different restrictions are
imposed on all organizations by the environment. It has branded stores and franchises globally, and sells
through allowances in third-party stores. How does the performance of the economy affect us at the moment?
This was a reaction to the social environment. A stable political system can affect the petition of a particular
local market. The changes in political factors can impact company strategies because of these reasons:
Government view business as a crucial vehicle for social improvement. Such disruptions have occurred in Sri
Lanka, which went through a protracted civil war, and in Egypt and Syria, which have been subject to
disturbances as people agitate for greater rights. Organisations that do analyses regularly and systematically
often spot trends before others thus providing competitive advantage. Governments view business
organizations as a critical vehicle for social reform. Use technology to involve critical people in different
locations rather than miss their contribution. Sri Lanka was in a similar state during a civil war. The Impact of
Technological Factors The only thing permanent about technology is change. The lower the demand as
portrayed in line two the lower the level of returns attained. For instance, an index of economic freedom ranks
countries based on how political interference impacts business decisions in each country. It also includes the
exact rulings and courts decision. Advantages and disadvantages of using a PEST ELI analysis Advantages
Facilitates an understanding of the wider business environment Encourages the development of external and
strategic thinking Can enable an organisation to anticipate future business threats and take action to avoid or
minimise their impact Can enable an organisation to spot business opportunities and exploit them fully By
taking advantage of change, you are much more likely to be successful than if your activities oppose it Avoids
taking action that is doomed to failure from the outset, for reasons beyond your control. The index of
economic freedom is a good example. The term PEST has been used regularly in the last 20 years and its true
history is difficult to establish. Some of these relate to internal obligations such as those dealing with health
and safety, while others have a wider impact on matters as diverse as waste and environmental management,
import and export restrictions and or consumer protection laws. A steady political environment develops
confidence in consumers and corporations investing, or still planning to spend in a particular country.
Minimize Groupthink by brainstorming ideas individually then combining issues to get the overall picture.
Nike enjoyed changes in the political factors in many ways. Political Stability Lack of political stability in a
country effects business operations.


